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evil host, and even the divine children entrusted to his
care are bartered to the devil.
Psychologically, this means that the collective,undiffer-
entiated attitude to the world stifles man's highest values ;
it thus becomes a destructive power, whose influence multi-
plies until a point is reached when the Promethean side,
namely the ideal and abstract attitude, places itself at the
service of the soul, and, like a true Prometheus, kindles
for the world a new fire. Spitteler's Prometheus has to
come out of his solitude and tell men, even at the risk of
his life, that they are in error, and where they err. He
must acknowledge the relentlessness of truth, just as
Goethe's Prometheus, in Phileros, has to experience the
relentlessness of love.
That the destructive element in the Epimethean attitude
is actually this traditional and collective restrictiveness is
clearly shown in Epimetheus1 raging fury against the
"lamb", an obvious caricature of traditional Christianity,
In this affect something gleams through which is already
familiar to us in the approximately contemporary Asses'
Feast of Zarathustra. It is the expression of a contem-
porary tendency.
Mankind is constantly inclined to forget that what was
once good does not remain good eternally. He goes along
the old ways that once were good, long after they have
become injurious to him; only through the greatest
sacrifices and with untold suffering can he rid himself of
this delusion, and discern that what was good once is now
perhaps grown old and is good no longer. This is so in
the little things as in the big. The ways and customs of
his childhood, once so sublimely good, he can barely lay
aside even when their harmfulness has long since been
•proved, The same, only on a gigantic scale, is the case
with historical changes of attitude. A general attitude
corresponds with a religion, and changes of religion belong

